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Volcanic Activity   

ECUADOR 

The Government declared a state of exception for the Cotopaxi 

Volcano’s increased activity. Authorities are evacuating people from 

nearby areas as a preventative measure. Local, sector and national 

coordination structures and contingency plans have been activated. 

Activity in the Cotopaxi volcano has been increasing over the last three 

months and internal quakes and other internal activity were registered 

in the beginning of June. The National Risk Management Secretariat’s 

analysis of scenarios estimates that 150,000 to 500,000 people could be 

affected if the volcano erupts. To support the authorities, UN agencies 

and ECHO are deploying experts in health, social communication, early 

warning and crisis management for volcanic eruptions. 
Source: United Nations System.         

 

 

 
ECUADOR: A yellow alert is active for the Cotopaxi volcano. Authorities  

have activated contingency and sector working groups. Source: Metropolitan District of Quito. 

 

 

 

  

Highlights 
 VOLCANIC ACTIVITY: Up to 500,000 

people could be affected by an eruption 
of the Cotopaxi volcano. The 
Government of Ecuador declared a state 
of exception for its heightened activity.   

 FLOODS: Heavy rains caused rivers to 
over-flow affecting 2,326 people in 
Uruguay. 

 COLD WEATHER: More than 70,000 
people are affected by cold weather in 
Bolivia. 

 EL NIÑO: The Government of Panama 
declared a 60-day state of emergency for 
effects of El Niño. 

Monitoring 

 
Volcanic Activity in 
Ecuador  

 
Hurricane Season 

Weekly stats 

 

70,770   
people affected by 
cold weather in 
Bolivia. 

 
 

66,000  
haitians returned to 
their country. 

Early warning 

    
Select an icon to veiw a specialized site to follow the 

emergencies. 

 

http://redhum.org/emergencia/
http://redhum.org/emergencia/
http://redhum.org/emergencia/
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This note is compiled for The Risk Emergency Disaster Working Group for Latin America and the Caribbean (REDLAC) by the OCHA Regional Office 
through disaster monitoring and input from our Regional Humanitarian partners. This note summarizes key facts and actions reported by the Sources 
indicated. Activities carried out in affected countries are not limited to the ones reported here. Please check with Sources for further information. For 

input, feedback and suggestions send us an email to ocha-rolac@un.org 

Floods 
URUGUAY 

Heavy rains caused rivers to over-flow resulting in 

the evacuation of 2,326 people in the departments 

of Durazno and Treinta y Tres. Authorities report 

that the situation is under control and they have 

sufficient resources for an effective response. 
Source: United Nations. 

 

BOLIVIA 
An alert was declared for snowfall that caused road 

blockages and the closure of the La Paz airport. 

Authorities are carrying out a needs assessment 

and preliminary information shows that the most 

affected departments are: La Paz, Oruro, Potosi 

and Cochabamba. The Vice Ministry of Civil 

Defense report two dead, 14,154 families affected 

(about 70,770 people), 38 municipalities in 7 

departments (17 of which are under a state of 

emergency), 19,918 hectares of crops and 6,873 

cattle affected and 241 houses damaged.  
Source: OCHA Bolivia. 

 

El Niño / Drought 
GUATEMALA 

Drought has caused the loss of 51,000 hectares of 

corn crops in at least seven departments. 

Authorities reported that more than 70,000 

families have lost their harvests.   
Source: Prensa Libre. 

 

PANAMA 
The Government declared a 60-day state of 

emergency for El Niño and created a High 

Commission for Water Security that will be 

responsible for preparing and submiting a national 

water security plan. El Niño is causing drought 

conditions that could affect livelihoods and the 

economy. 

Source: Government of Panama. 

 

Migration 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Authorities began the third phase of the National 

Plan for the Regularization of Foreigners (PNRE), 

which involves the repatriation of immigrants with 

irregular immigration status. Authorities report 

more than 66,000 Haitian migrants have 

spontaneously returned to their country. The 

International Organization for Migration is 

accompanying the migrant flow from Dominican 

Republic to Haiti. 
Source: OCHA Dominican Republic. 

 

Epidemics 
EL SALVADOR, GUATEMALA and 
NICARAGUA 
Authorities declared state of emergency and health 

alert for the increase of cases of chikungunya and 

dengue registered in the countries. The alert will 

enhance actions aimed at preventing epidemics. 

The plan includes fumigation and instructions on 

proper handling of water and garbage. 
Source: OCHA. 
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